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Hall Physics

Hall wave phenomena

3D reconnection

Current layer dynamics

Hall-less physics



HALL MHD EQUATIONS
Hall Physics

Magnetic field evolution

∂B

∂t
= −c∇×E = ∇× [(V + VB)×B] where VB = −J/ne

Continuity
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρV = 0

Momentum

∂ρV

∂t
+∇ ·

h
ρVV + (P + B2/8π)I−BB/4π

i
= 0

Pressure
∂P

∂t
+∇ · PV = −(γ − 1)P∇ ·V

Energy
∂ε

∂t
+∇ ·

ˆ
V(ε + P + B2/8π)−B/4π(V ·B)

˜
∇ ·

ˆ
VB(B2/8π)−B/4π(VB ·B)

˜
= 0

where ε = ρV 2/2 + 3P/2 + B2/8π



HALL FIELD EQUATION
EMHD Limit: Vi = 0
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Homogeneous plasmas

∂B

∂t
= − c

4πne
∇× (B · ∇)B

Magnetic curvature required for Hall dynamics
Examples: Whistler and reconnection waves, cylindrical POS

Unidirectional magnetic field (i.e., no curvature)

∂B
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Inhomogeneous plasma required for Hall dynamics
Examples: Hall drift and shock-like waves
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HALL WAVES
EMHD Limit: : Vi = 0

Dispersion equation

(ω − kzVn)(ω − kzVB) = k2
xV 2

W

Vn =
cB0

4πen

1

n

∂n

∂y
VB =

c

4πen

∂B0

∂y
VW = VA

ck

ωpi



HALL WAVE MODES
EMHD Limit: : Vi = 0

Hall drift wave

ω = kzVn

Propagates in B×∇n direction
δBx component

Reconnection wave

ω = kzVB

Propagates in Ve direction
δBx, δBy, and δBz components

Whistler wave

ω = ±kxVW

Propagates along B
δBy and δBz components



3D HALL RECONNECTION
No Guide Field Bgf = 0

Asymmetric propagation

‘Reconnection wave’

ω = kz
c

4πen
∂B0
∂y



3D HALL RECONNECTION
No Guide Field Bgf = 0



2D NEUTRAL LAYER DYNAMICS
Homogeneous along z (along current)

Assume ∂n/∂z = 0 and ∂B/∂z >> ∂B/∂y

Rapidly reduce the width of the current sheet to Ly1 < Ly0 for

z > z0

Shock-like solution

u = − c

8πe
(B1 + B0(y))

∂

∂y

1

n(y)



2D NEUTRAL LAYER DYNAMICS
Inhomogeneous along z (along current)

Assume ∂n/∂z 6= 0 and ∂B/∂z << ∂B/∂y

Shock-like solution

u =
c

8πe
(B1 + B0(y))

∂

∂y

1

n(z)



2D NEUTRAL LAYER DYNAMICS
Positive density gradient



2D NEUTRAL LAYER DYNAMICS
Negative density gradient



2D NEUTRAL LAYER DYNAMICS
Current Layer Thinning/Broadening

Plasma inhomogeneity in current direction can rapidly
redistribute field and plasma on scales less than the ion inertial
length even though neutral layer is in ideal MHD equilibrium

Magnetic flux carried by electrons

FB(z) =

Z
Ve(z)Bx dy =

Z
JzBx

n(z)e
dy

Postive density gradient: FB(zL) > FB(zR) → thinning

Negative density gradient: FB(zL) < FB(zR) → broadening



HALL-LESS PHYSICS
2D Hybrid Simulations

Hall-less hybrid code developed (H. Karimabadi)

Goal is to distinguish ion kinetic effects from Hall effects

Initial study focused on the quadrupole field generation
(Karimabadi et al., GRL, 2004)

Hall-less code
Ion equation

mi
dVi

dt
= e(E + Vi ×B/c)

E = −Vi ×B/c + J×B/nec

Faraday’s Law

∂B

∂t
= −c∇×E = ∇× [Vi ×B]



HALL-LESS PHYSICS
Quadrupole Field Generation

∂Bz

∂t
= (B · ∇) (Viz|{z}

Ion kinetics

− Jz/ne)| {z }
Hall term



HALL-LESS PHYSICS
Waves/Tearing: Karimabadi et al., JGR, 2004



FINAL COMMENTS
Hall Physics

Hall term introduces new waves modes in addition to the
whistler wave:
Hall drift wave
Reconnection wave

Hall physics introduces asymmetry into reconnection and
current sheet dynamics

Hall term can dynamically redistribute the field configuration
in a thin, inhomogeneous current sheet

Ion kinetics (e.g., anisotropic stess tensor) can lead to
quadrupole fields/fast reconnection



3D NRL HALL MHD CODE: VOODOO
Hall Magnetic Reconnection

Cell definition: Staggered mesh

Nonuniform Cartesian grid

Finite volume method

High order spatial interpolation (8th order)

Adams-Bashforth time stepping (2nd order)

Hydro flux calculation (distribution function method)

Flux limiter (partial donor cell method)

Electric field

Ideal MHD (distribution function method)
Hall MHD (upwind scheme, subcycling, smoothing)

Courant condition


